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															KFC suppliers cram birds into huge waste-filled factories, breed and drug them to grow so large that they can’t even walk, and often break their wings and legs. At slaughter, the birds’ throats are slit and they are dropped into tanks of scalding-hot water—often while they are still conscious. It would be illegal for KFC to abuse dogs, cats, pigs, or cows in these ways.
														

														Please join Pamela Anderson, Sir Paul McCartney, The Rev. Al Sharpton, and countless other kind people worldwide by not eating at KFC.
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											Campaign News From PETA
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											Kentucky Fried Cruelty: The Movie

											Watch the trailers for a sneak peak at the sinister world of KFC. 	
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											Third Eye Blind's Stephan Jenkins Boycotts KFC

											The Third Eye Blind frontman wants you to know how KFC's suppliers treat chickens.
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